Supplementary Figure 1. Structural changes of external limiting membrane (ELM) and ellipsoid zone (EZ) integrity over time, categorized by best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) response at 1 month. No significant difference in distribution of ELM and EZ restoration among three groups at each time point. (A) ELM integrity over time in <1 line BCVA improvement group. (B) EZ integrity over time in <1 line BCVA improvement group. (C) ELM integrity over time in 1-<3 lines BCVA improvement group. (D) EZ integrity over time in 1-<3 lines BCVA improvement group. (E) ELM integrity over time in ≥3 lines BCVA improvement group. (F) EZ integrity over time in ≥3 lines BCVA improvement group.